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WALL

An oversized wallpaper
pattern is nicely framed
by wood panels. Design
by Stewart Manger

Walls get in on the
design fun with
papers that set just
the right tone
By LISA KLEIN

T

he walls of a room sometimes fade
into the background — a place for
passive paint hues, a neutral zone to
go unnoticed. Coating them in wallpaper,
however, brings the whole room to life.
Design experts know not to miss out
on the opportunity to have style bursting
from every meticulously matched seam
and personality leaping from the walls
with every repeat.
“Wallcoverings add that extra dimension
to a room, enhancing a room’s architecture,
contributing wonderful color, pattern and
texture,” says Suzanne Tucker, designer and
principal at San Francisco-based Tucker
& Marks and author of the upcoming
Extraordinary Interiors. “It’s all about the
full circle of design and providing the
perfect finishing touch.”
Wallpaper has seen countless iterations,
from chinoiserie, 18th-century French scenic
panels and hand-blocked English garden
motifs to Victorian damasks and natureinspired art nouveau at the turn of the 20th
century, the dainty florals of the 1940s and
’50s to the groovy and sometimes garish
graphics of the ‘60s and ‘70s.
There has been nary a decade in which
wallcoverings have been out of style, save
for the wave of minimalism starting in the
1990s. In the 21st century, there is a pattern
to match just about any taste.
“I use wallpaper in almost every project,”
says Stewart Manger of the eponymous
New York design firm, whose first book,
Romancing the Home: Stylish Interiors for
Modern Living, will be available soon.
“Even if you are a minimalist, you could
use a textured wallpaper,” he says. “As
a maximalist, you might choose a scenic
wallpaper. There are so many options.”
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ICONS AND HEROES
With so many choices in play, it is
important to put some thought into what
makes it onto the wall, especially the
emotional response of whomever will be
living with it. The wrong design can certainly
put a damper on the mood.
Irish poet and playwright Oscar Wilde’s
reputed last words in 1900 in the floralpatterned room where he spent three years
at the Hôtel d’Alsace — now l’Hôtel — in
Paris were, “My wallpaper and I are fighting
a duel to the death. One or the other of us
has got to go.”
That infamous wallpaper lived on in
room 16 for 100 more years before it was
finally refurbished in classic stripes and
peacock frescos, proving that — love it or
hate it — walls may be stuck with a paper
choice for quite some time.
“A patterned wallcovering will affect
all the other textile choices in the room,
so make sure you and the people you share
the space with love the look,” says Sumitra
Mattai, vice president of design for U.S.
heritage interiors brand Scalamandré.
“I think putting up wallpaper is like getting
a tattoo — it’s not as permanent, but it’s
a commitment.”
Likewise, steer clear of anything too
trendy to ensure a chosen motif is not out
of style by the time the paste dries. A classic
pattern will stand the test of time and, in the
world of wallpaper, does not mean boring.
For Scalamandré, founded in 1929, that
means bold graphics over richly hued
backgrounds, gender-neutral geometrics
and lush textures that harken back to its
beginnings as a fabric manufacturer.
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Scalamandré's Leaping
Cheetah wallpaper,
seen here in evergreen,
packs a graphic style
punch
Image courtesy of
Scalamandré
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Special touches
such as embroidery
and beading add
3D texture, like
on Scalamandré's
Catwalk Embroidered
Grasscloth
Image courtesy of
Scalamandré
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Scalamandré's popular
Baldwin Bamboo
pattern in cream and
red on aqua
Image courtesy of
Scalamandré
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A more minimal
wallpaper adds depth
to walls and creates a
perfect backdrop for
artwork in the 'A New
York State of Mind'
project. Design by
Suzanne Tucker/Tucker
& Marks
Photo by Roger Davies,
courtesy of The Monacelli Press
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The brand’s most iconic wallcovering,
Zebras, was introduced after the company
recreated a friend’s one-off design for Gino
of Capri restaurant in New York in the 1970s
after it was destroyed in a fire, the original
iteration with a bright red background.
“I’ve thought a lot about what makes
Zebras continue to feel relevant,” Ms. Mattai
muses. “I think part of the beauty of the
pattern is the pop art sensibility of a blackand-white motif on a saturated background.
“There is something arresting about that
visual formula,” she says. “I also think that

the treatment of the motifs is sophisticated,
not childish or cutesy, even though they are
animal motifs.”
Baldwin Bamboo is another Scalamandré
winner, its large-scale chinoiserie lattice
pattern neither feminine nor masculine with
both geometric aspects and fine detailing.
Newer patterns that are already on their
way to becoming company classics include
Leaping Cheetah, which Ms. Mattai created
as a “friend” of Zebras with a similar feel,
and the embroidered and hand-beaded
Catwalk Embellished Grasscloth, which lends
a 3D element to flat walls.

In his designs, Mr. Manger finds himself
reaching for timeless, historic wallpapers
from Bird & Thistle or Brunschwig & Fils and
more modern hand-blocked papers from
companies such as The Alpha Workshops.
“I love hand-blocked papers, in general,
because you can see the craftmanship in
them,” he says.
Ms. Tucker often hangs “dreamy, handpainted” murals by the likes of de Gournay
and Gracie, classic English patterns by
Cowtan & Tout or Farrow & Ball and
versatile grasscloth papers that she calls
“decorating heroes.”

“I think putting up wallpaper is like getting a tattoo —
it’s not as permanent, but it’s a commitment”
— SUMITRA MATTAI, SCALAMANDRÉ
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IN THE MIX
No matter the pattern the designers
choose for a project, they have some
general rules to hang by.
“I start with the architecture,” Mr. Manger
says. “I then design the room, and from
there, I select the wallpaper. For example,
in a bedroom, you might apply panels [first]
and then the wallpaper can be set into
those panels. In a long hallway, you want
the wallpaper to run from the baseboard to
the crown molding.”
When it comes to pattern choices,
Ms. Tucker weighs her clients’ aesthetic
preferences and the fit with the rest of
the home.
“Formal or casual, bold or subdued,
color lovers or color timid, how one space
is relating to its adjacent companion —
all those elements must be taken into
consideration,” she says. “Though there have
been a few occasions where I have fallen in
love with a pattern and patiently waited for
the right project to deploy it.”
Of course, wallpaper will not be the only
thing in a room — designing any space is
a delicate balancing act, especially when
covering entire walls with a big statement.
“When designing a room, scale and
proportion are key,” Ms. Tucker says. “It’s all
about balancing the various elements of a
room — architecture, furnishings, patterns —
off of each other and achieving a harmony
that makes the room sing.”
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As a design feature, more subdued
wallpaper can be used to add that extra
needed layer to a room, creating dimension
and a backdrop “beyond painted or
plastered walls,” Ms. Tucker says.
“I love using textured papers,” she says.
“Grasscloth or slubbed silk are the perfect
choice to elegantly envelop a room, catch
the light, soften a space, complement art
and improve acoustics.”
A daring pattern calls for a different
approach to tie it all together.
“Generally, if a wallpaper is bold, it is
better to be more restrained with the rest of
the pieces in the room,” Mr. Manger advises.
“If a dining room features a dramatic scenic
pattern, other elements in the room should
not be as heavily colored. They should be
subtle and complement the wallpaper. The
chairs might have a pretty shape, but a more
muted color.”
Regardless of the part wallpaper plays
in a room, a color palette, style or thematic
approach is needed to make it cohesive.
Patterns used should be different in
size and scale, and the mix of patterns and
textures should complement each other
rather than chaotically duke it out.
“Pin up all the [pattern] options and
stand back — some will come forward,

others will recede,” Ms. Tucker says.
“Take out the ones that are fighting and
screaming at each other.”
The room itself, too, matters when it
comes to paper pattern. Powder rooms lend
themselves to making a big splash, since
they are small and less frequently used.
Another place for drama is the dining
room, and murals are a great way to create it.
Ms. Tucker loves putting gold-leaf tea paper
on the ceilings of both for a “magical glow.”
Mr. Manger often finds himself
wallpapering staircases with vertical
patterns to emphasize their height and
incorporating stripes into hallways to give
the space some rhythm.
ON THE WALLS of a bedroom or long
hall, drawing room, tucked-away mudroom
or grand entrance, wallpaper can make for
truly special design.
The perfect paper showcases everything
from an antique rug to a fabulous art
collection and, most importantly, personality.
“Wallcovering — whether its patterned,
textured or both — activates a space and
makes it truly unique,” Ms. Mattai says. “A
fresh coat of paint is great, but wallcovering
is more expressive of personal style. It tells a
story in a way that flat color cannot.”
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Extraordinary Interiors
by Suzanne Tucker,
The Monacelli Press
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Romancing the
Home: Stylish Interiors
for Modern Living
by Stewart Manger,
Rizzoli New York
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Classic stripes
complement the classic
décor in an office.
Design by Stewart
Manger
Photo by Fritz von der
Schulenburg, courtesy
of Rizzoli New York
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Powder rooms are the
perfect place to use
bold patterns, such as
in the 'A Classic Beauty'
project. Design by
Suzanne Tucker/Tucker
& Marks
Photo by Roger Davies,
courtesy of The Monacelli
Press
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